
Delaware author, school counselor Atiya Chase
shares enlightening devotional book to readers
Local author Atiya Chase has recently
teamed up with Tate Publishing
Enterprises to kick-start the publication
process of her new book.

NEW CASTLE, DEL. -- , UNITED
STATES, December 10, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- NEW CASTLE,
Del. -- Local author Atiya Chase has
recently teamed up with Tate Publishing
Enterprises to kick-start the publication
process of her new book, title to be
announced soon.

Atiya Chase takes readers into a twenty-
one-day journey to learning the Word of
God and applying it into their lives. Referencing to her relationship with God and their consistency in
reading and understanding the Scriptures in the Bible was what nudged her to create a book that
would somehow guide believers into strengthening their faith in Christ.

A spiritual read that will help
readers build relationships
through consistency.

Shannon Lloyd, Acquisitions
Editor

"We are delighted to be partnering with Atiya on this project.
She has provided us with such a spiritual read that will help
readers build relationships through consistency," shares
Shannon Lloyd, Acquisitions Editor for Tate Publishing.

Published by Tate Publishing and Enterprises, the book will be
available upon its release, through bookstores nationwide,
from the publisher at www.tatepublishing.com/bookstore, or
by visiting barnesandnoble.com or amazon.com.

Atiya Chase and her husband, Kenith, live in Delaware with their daughter, Bella Noelle. She works as
a School Counselor at Stubbs Elementary School and has a deep passion for writing. Chase and her
husband were inspired to write the book because of the realization of their own inconsistencies in
their Christian walk. By developing this twenty-one-day devotion for new disciples, Kenith and Atiya
believe that the foundation of Christian beliefs will be established and strengthened in the new
believer. 

For more information or interview requests please contact Michelle Whitman, publicist, at (405) 458-
5642 or send an email to michelle@keymgc.com.
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